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PREFACE
Global climate change is a change in the climate of the earth occurring either naturally
or as a result of human Influence. Of particular concern is "anthropogenic" global
warming, which is a warming of the Earth's atmosphere caused by the Influence of
humans on the II8lUI1l environment. Anthropogenic global warming Is the result of an
Increase in atmospheric concentrations of carix>n dioxide, methane, chlorolluorocarix>ns,
and other "greenhouse" gases, which trap additional heat in the atmosphere. The increase
in greenhouse gases is caused by the consumption of fossil fuels (coal, petroleum, and
natural gas), land use modification, and the release of agricultural and industrial gases iruo
the atmosphere.

)li ll ion :

\ s the !'ialion', principal (oose n- I tion r.&jlenev. the
De~artment of the Interior h .. responsibility for most
ou r
nal.lo~all~,.o wned public land . and natural and cuhural resources.
Thi S tn~JudC's (osierinl wise use of our land and ...·. l e r resources.
protC'(,IIn! our fish and wildlife. preserving the em'ironment.1 and
('ult~r~ 1 '-alues of our national parks and hi storica l places. and
pro,',d,"! for the enjoyment of liCe Ihrou,h outdoor recreation .
The Department assessC's O Ur energy and mineral reso urces and
work s to assure that their development is in the bes t interests of
"II ou r ~C'o~le. The, Department also promotes the ,011. or the
~a.k e Pride In ~~~rlea ca mpai!n by en~oura,in, .tewardship and
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partl~lp.at.l~n In their ~are. The Department .1$0 ha l a major
responsibility ror Ameri~an Indian reservation ~o mmunilie. and
(or people who Ihe in 1.land Territoriel under l:.S. Admini stration.
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Global climate change may threaten water-dependent ecosystems unless adequate
preparations are taken. It has the potential to affecl water demands, water supplies, and
water management. It could affect the quantity of precipitation and runoff, the seasonal
timing of precipitation and runoff, and the severity of storms, floods, and droughts.
The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) supplies municipal water to 25 million people
in 17 Western States, provides irrigation water for 10 million acres of farmland, and
operates 52 hydroelecbic facilities which generate approximately 48 billion kilowan-hours
of electricity annually, making Reclamation the nation's 11th largest elecbic utility. In
addition. Reclamation facilities provide flood control, recreation, fish and wildlife
enhancement, and environmental management

As Reclamation has the responsibility to wisely manage water resources while ensuring
that associated environmental assets are preserved, the impacts of global climate change
on water resources and environmental assets need to be identified and appropriate
responses studied.
Of concern are the impacts on agriculture, municipal and industrial water supplies,
hydroelectric power generation, water quality, fisheries, wetlands, riparian communities,
and recreation. Also of concern are the impacts on reservoir operations, flood comrol.
drought management, and distribution of water for beneficial uses.

The Global Climate Change Response Program, a multiyear Reclamalion research
program, is designed to study the potential impacts in the 17 Western Stales, and to
determine the impacts on water demands, water supplies, and water managemem. This
program wiu endeavor to develop strategies and responses to deal with these impacts
through a broad range of research activities, research projects, and technical studies.
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Observations of aanospheric carbon dioxide (Co,) concentrations in recent
decades have shown an accelerating upwanl trend due mainly 10 burning of
fossil fuels. Physical considerations indicate that observed and projected
increases in the concenttations of CO2 and other greenhouse gases in the
aonosphere will lead 10 significant global warming. Previous authors have
followed both empirical and theoretical approaches 10 develop scenarios for
changed climate conditions. The most common empirical approach Is the
use of analogs of global warming drawn from hiSlOrical records and
paleoclimates. The principal theoretical approach involves the interpretation
of output from general circulation models of the aonosphere.
This report compares previously published results in the light of basic
physical and meteorological considerations 10 derive an Initial "first-guess"
climate scenario for the western United States under doubled-CO.
conditions. The scenario features a northwanl displacement of existing
storm tracks across western North America and changes in lengths of
seasons and airmass characteristics. This scenario is then applied 10 two
sets of watersheds chosen for study in a joint Bureau of Reclamation and
Geological Survey study. namely. the Gunnison in Colorado. and the
American. Carson. and Truckee basins in California and Nevada, 10 yield
estimates of changes in temperature. cloudiness and precipitation that an
altered climate might bring. Attachment A is a summary of selected
publications on global climate change.
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\. INTRODUCfION

2. BACKGROUND

Theoretical studies show that the average
temperature at the surface of the eanh may rise
as much as 3 or 4°C over the next 100 years as
a result of increased concentrations of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. This
predicted temperature rise, which some scientists
suspect has already staned, is sometimes
referred to as "global warming," and can be
thought of as one pan of global climate change.
Previous work. has shown that the effects of
global climate change on streamflow in the
Western United States could be substantial.
Consequently, the Bureau of Reclamation
(Reclamation) has developed a Global Climate
Change Response Program (GCCRP) to consider
the potential impacts and possible strategies for
coping with the effects of global climate change.

2.1 increasing Concentration of Co, in the
Atmosphere

As the exact nature of global climate change can
only be guessed at this time, GCCRP scientists
and engineers are conducting sensitivity studies
using a number of different climate change
scenarios. At some point, some judgment will
be necessary concerning the relative plausibility
of the different scenarios considered.
The contribution of Reclamation's Water
Augmentation Group (WAG) to GCCRP falls in
this area The objective of the WAG's work. in
GCCRP is to produce scenarios of weather
patterns that may prevail over western North
America during the next century. The WAG is
pursuing this aim through the application of
numerical models of atmospheric processes,
especially precipitation; however, results of any
practical importance are probably several years
away. This report presents an initial "firstguess" climate change scenario to guide GCCRP
project leaders in the interim.

Late in the 19th cer:tury, the increasing
concentration of CO, in the atmosphere
associated with the Industrial Revolution aroused
concern about the possibility of global warming
(e.g., Arrhenius 1896). Observed and projected
increases in the atmospheric Co, concentration
are still central to the issue of global warming,
and are also important because of their direct
biological effects.
The CO, concentration in the atmosphere is
affected by many factors, including growth and
decay of trees and other vegetation, deposition
and burning of fossil fuels, sea surface
temperatures, volcanic activity, and topography.
Short-term exchanges among t'Je atmosphere,
oceans, and the eanh's land surfaces are
summarized in Houghton and Woodwell (1989).
Topography has a role over the very long term
because the rise and fall of mountains and
plateaus affect sea level and the rate of rock
weathering by carllonic acid derived from
atmospheric Co, (Ruddiman and Kutzbach
1991). However, there is no doubt that the
increase over the last 150 years has been due
mainly to fossil fuel consumption with
deforestation a secondary contributor.
Estimates of CO, concentration in the
atmosphere at the start of the Industrial
Revolution, say in 1815, center around 270 parts
per million (ppm) by volume. These estimates
are based on ice-core samples and on sporadic
direct measurements during the 19th century.
The concentration approached 300 ppm by 1900.
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activity and associated fuel consumption.
Figure I shows the observed concentration in
the late 19705 and projected concentrations to
2100 for a number of their runs; their
50-perceruiJe run is a reasonable guide to likely
Co, concentrations in the atmosphere for the
next few decades. It gives the date at which the
concentration will reach 600 ppm, which
represents a doubling from the approximately
300 ppm that prevailed at the beginning of the
20th century, as close to 2070.

The CO, concentration in the atmosphere has
been measured systematically since 1958--the
The
International Geophysical Year.
concentration varies with both time and place.
The continuous measurements since 1958 al
Mauna Loa, HawaiI, show small dluma1
fluctuations, annual fluctuations, which extend
about 6 ppm from peak to trough, and irregular
variations, some of which can be related to
large-scale weather disturbances, particularly the
El Nino events. All of those are superimposed
on a rising trendline, which was at 315 ppm in
1958 and reached 352 ppm in 1989 (Keeling et
al. 1989). The annual fluctuations have been
related to the spurt of new plant growth in the
Northern Hemisphere (NH) spring, which
temporarily draws down the atmospheric supply
of CO,.

The concentrations of other greenhouse gases,
notably methane (CHJ and chiorofluorocarlx>ns,
also have been increasing, especially since
World War U and are likely to Increase further.
The date at which the atmosphere experiences
the equivalence in radiative terms of a doubling
of Co, will be some 10 or 20 years earlier than
it would be without the additional greenhouse
gases.

Mixing of air throughout the global atmosphere,
including trans-equatorial exchanges, is
accomplished on a time scale of about a year.
As a result, the CO, concentration Is fairly
urtiform over the whole world, although minor
variations exist Ground-level concentrations
over the NH now exceed those over the
Southern Hemisphere (SH) by almost 3 ppm,
and the difference increased from 1958 to 1989.
The size of the excess is correlated with annual
global consumption of fossil fuels, which is
concentrated in the industrialized countries of
the NH, although the correlation is not exact
(Keeling et al. 1989).

2.2 Physical Basis of the Greenhouse Effect
Apan from a negligible amount of heat
generated by radioactivity in its crust and other
even smaller sources, all of the eanh's heat
comes from the sun. The incoming solar energy
at the top of the atmosphere, averaged over all
latitudes, times of day, and seasons, amounts to
about 342 W m·' . Based on Ramanathan et al.
(1989), figure 2 shows the disposition of the
solar energy. About lOS W mol are reflected or
scattered back into space, so the albedo of the
eanh is calculated as 105/342, or 0.3\. The
absorbed energy is transformed Into sensible
heat and latent heal Eventually some appears
as the kinetic energy of the winds and some is
reradiated as long-wave (infrared) radiation.'

The present rate of increase in the mean global
of CO, concentration in the atmosphere far
exceeds anything detected in the geologic
record. The concentration in the future will
depend on several factors, of which the level of
fossil fuel consumption is the most Important
and the hardest to predict Nordhaus and Yohe
(1983) have projected future levels under
various assumptions about future economic

Application of the Stefan-Boltzmann Law'
shows that the average outgoing IR at the top of
the atmosphere, 237 W m" , is equivalent to that

I In accordance with the Glossary of Meteorology, the abbreviation IR will be used to mean both "infrared"
and "infrared radiation."
, The Slcfan·Bohzmann law states that the energy flux from an ideal black body is proponionai to the
fourth power of its absolute temperature.
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from a black-body radiator at 255 K. The 33°C
difference between that number and the actual
average surface temperature of the Earth, which
is about 288 K, is due to the aanosphere's
greenhouse effect. The effective IR temperature
of 255 K suggests that IR sensors in space
respond, on average, to IR from the middle
troposphere, say around the 4O().mb level
Many studies of possible climate change have
dealt with the impacts of a doubled-CO, world.
Barring changes in cloudiness, a doubling of the
concentration to 600 ppm from the 300 ppm that
prevailed around 1900 would have a negligible
effect on the aanosphere's ability to absorb solar
radiation, but would make it a more efficient
absorber and radiator of IR. Ramanathan (1981)
calculated that the increase in IR emissivity of
the abDosphere by itself would increase the
downward flux of IR energy at the earth's
surface by 1.2 W m" , even if the temperature
structure of the aanosphere remained as at
present. However, the troposphere would warm
because it would absorb more of the outgoing
IR from the surface. This effect would increase
the downward flux at the surface by another
2.3 W m", so the total effect of CO, doubling
would amount to 3.5 W m·'.
The warmer surface would result in additional

evaporation from the oceans. As water vapor is
itself a greenhouse gas, the troposphere would
be warmed still further by absorption of IR by
water vapor, as well as by the release of latent
heat when the additional water vapor precipitated. Ramanathan calculated this positive
feedback effect at 12 W m" , bringing the total
impact of doubling CO, to 15.5 W m·'. The
suggestion, then, is a total effect roughly
equivalent to an increase of 5 percent in the
amount of solar radiation reaching the top of the

aanosphere. Note that the effect of the increase
in water vapor exceeds the total effect of the
additional CO,; the feedback factor' for the
effect of the extra water vapor can be calculated
in this case as 15.5/3.5, or 4.4.
One crude way to estimate the impact of
doubled CO, on the temperature at the surface is
to apply the Stefan-Boltzmann equation with the
actual outgoing IR increased from 237 to
252.5 W m" in line with Ramanathan's
calculations. The result is about 259 K, which
suggests that global wanning under doubled-CO,
conditions might amount to about 4°C. It is
surprising how well the 4°C rise estimated by
this simple method agrees with the results
obtained by more complex models. Of course,
global warming will not affect the outgoing IR
unless the earth's albedo is changed; an observer
in space would still record 237 W m" of
outgoing IR. The surface and lower aanosphere
would be wanner than at present, but the IR
sensors in space would be responding to higher
layers of the aanosphere, leaving the outgoing
IR the same.
The material presented above ignores the effects
of clouds except for their contribution to the
earth's albedo, which in their absence would be
somewhere around 0.15 instead of near 0.30
(Arkiog 1991). Some authors have speculated
that sulphur dioxide released by burning of
fossil fuels could produce additional cloud
condensation nuclei, which would lead in tum to
increased cloud droplet concentrations, increased
cloud albedos, and a net cooling effect. As the
lifetime of sulphate particles in the aanosphere
is measured in days, this postulated effect would
depend on the rate of consumption of fossil
fuels, and would be overwhelmed in the long
run by the cumulative effect of CO, emissions.

, As noted by Arking (1991). previous authors have dermed "feedback" and "feedback factor" in a variety
of ways.
5
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thennal expansion of the water in the oceans.
Increased concentrations of greenhouse gases in
the troposphere will increase interception of the
IR from the surface and lower abDosphere that
presently wanns the stratosphere, so one
peculiar effect of global climate cl!anBe would
be a pronounced cooling of the stratosphere at
heights greater than 20 Idlometers (km). Many
research groups are looking for evidence of the
effects just mentioned and others, but so far
have not found any evidence of global climate
change more convincing than that provided by
the surface temperature record.

2.3 Evidence of Global Warming
Despite problems with the instrumental record,
it is generally agreed that the mean surface
temperatun: of the NH rose from 1900 to 1940,
fell from 1940 to about 1965, and has been
rising ever since. The mean surface temperatun:
of the SH has risen over the past cenlUty with
only minor abort-tenn fluctuations superimposed
on the rising trend line. The net warming over
the past century, averaged over the entire
surface of the earth (both land and sea), amounts
to approximately O.soC (Jones and Wigley
1990).

2.4 Climate Change ScenarIos
Breaking the temperature record down by
geographic regions reveals a complex pattern
that is very hard to interpret Warming during
the 20-year period from 1967 to 1986 was
concentrated in midlatitudes. However, there
were midlatitude areas that experienced cooling
rather than warming; one such area extended
over much of the Pacific Coast states and
another was found in the southeastern United
States (Jones 1988). It is possible that the
experience of 1967-86 is merely a continuation
of the global and regional fluctuations that are
apparent in earlier climate records and which
could not be due to an enhanced greenhouse
effect. Another interpretation is that the earth is
warming due to an enhanced greenhouse effect,
but the warming is being dlstorted by natural
climate anomalies operating on a regional scale
and over periods of, say, 10 to 20 years.
Finally, it may be that global warming is
affecting various pans of the earth's surface in
different ways.

The theoretical indications that global warming

is likely as a result of increased concentrations
of greenhouse gases and the evidence that global
warming may have started already have cauSed
many organizations to consider the potential
impacts of global climate change. In doing so,
many organizations have developed and used
climate-change scenarios. A climate-change
scenario is a description of weather conditions
that might be experienced if global climate
change comes to pass. According to Robinson
and Finkelstein (1991), "Most assessors require
regional scenarios with a temporal resolution of
one day and a spatial resolution of around
100 Ian." Even under the best circumstances,
regional scenarios involve much uncertainty.
Scenarios are predictions, in a sense, but are not
in the same class as predictions of global
climate trends, much less short-range weather
forecasts.
The meteorological variables to be specified in
a climate-change scenario depend upon the
needs of the user.
Temperature and
precipitation are the variables of greatest
importance to Reclamation, although wind
speed, cloudiness, relative humidity, and CO,
level are important for some applications.

Global climate change, if occurs, will entail
much more than global warming, that is, a rise
in the average temperature of the earth's surface.
Signs of secondary effects of global warming
have been found, for example, the continued
retreat of Alpine glaciers and warming of some
Canadian lakes (Houghton and WoodwellI989).
Revelle (1983) considered the possibility of a
rise in sea level, partly due to the melting of
glaciers and ice sheets, but malnly due to

The most eiementary scenarios specify only
changes in mean values. For some applications,
it is necessary to consider second-order statistics

6
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The

as well.
This requirement quickly adds
complications, as one can consider diurnal
cycles, seasonal cycles, interday variability and
day-to-day persistence, and interannual
variability for any specified weather element.
Mearns et al. (1984) considered how changes in
mean temperature could affect the probability of
extreme temperature events, for example, runs of
days with the maximum temperature above
35°C. Runs of hot days can seriously impact
crop yields. On the other hand, a utility
company in Wisconsin is using climate change
scenarios to preview possible changes in the
probability of runs of cold winter days, which
typically pose the greatest requirements for
electric power and natural gas in that state.

relationship

leads

to

the

= 0.82 M ..31

(Equation 1)

CV = 0.91 M''''

(Equation 2)

V

formulas

and

where M is the mean of the distribution (in
inches), V is its variance (in inches squared),
and CY, the coefficient of variation, is the
standard deviation normallzed by dividing it by
the mean. Note that, while the variance of a
rainfall distribution usually increases as the
mean increases, CV tends to decrease.
Applying Equation 1 allows a first estimate of
the variance of precipitation under changed
climate conditions to be derived from the altered
mean. However, Waggoner (1989) notes that
the general relationship tends to underestimate
variability in certain areas during some months,
including some California coastal stations during
winter. Waggoner (1989) did not present any
results for daily precipitation amounts.
However, the elementary statistics of daily
precipitation amounJs observed at 31 stations in
the Gunnison Basin over 8 years, which were
analyzed as pan of the present study, were
found to agree closely with Equation 2. The
network included high-altitude SNOTEL'
stations.

The specification of precipitation variability
poses special problems because precipitation
The degree of
distributions are skewed.
skewness decreases with the length of the period
of observation and the size of the area sampled,
and also varies with the climatology of the area
sampled. ArulUal rainfall totals for a humid
region the size of Aorida are almost normally
distributed, while daily accumulations at a single
station in Arizona are highly skewed. It has
been found that almost all precipitation
distributions can be approximated satisfactorily
by gamma functions. A gamma distribution is
specified by two parameters, ~ and y, which are
called the scale and the shape parameters,
respectively. The mean of a gamma distribution
is given by (~) and the variance is given by

2.5 Methods for Scenario Development

(~'y).

By examining annual and monthly precipitation
distributions from a wide range of climates,
Waggoner (1989) found a general, empirical
relationship between the two parameters. The
relationship presumably depends upon the
physical processes involved and, therefore,
would not be affected greatly by climate change.

One approach to scenario development
mentioned by Gleick (1989) is the use of
hypothetical scenarios, for example, a 2°C rise
in mean annual temperature and a 5 percent
increase in mean atUluai rainfall. Hypothetical
scenarios are especially useful for sensitivity
studies. A set developed by Verne Leverson of
Reclamation for the GCCRP's Colorado Big
Thompson Project has been recommended
for use on other GCCRP projects. It involves
all six combinations of temperarure increases of
+2 and +'1°C with changes of -10, 0, and
+ 10 percent in annual precipitation.
Hypothetical scenarios are sometimes described
as arbitraty, but are usually chosen with the
results of other approaches in mind. Leverson's
scenarios were based on a survey of scenarios
developed by other authors for the same general
geographic area using all available approaches.
The main drawbacks to the hypothetical
scenarios are that the scenarios may be
unrealistic and lack internal consistency (Gieick
1989).
Robinson and Finkelstein (1991) classify
methods for scenario development as:

Linkage techniques -linkage techniques
include adjustment methods and the use
of transfer functions to link model
predictions to weather at the local and
regional scale.
The term "development module" is used by
Robinson and Finkelstein (1991) to describe the
different items under each of the three main
methods listed. Each of the methods just
mentioned is reviewed or applied in the
following sections.
A good example of scenario development by
statistical techniques is provided by Geological
Survey Delaware River Basin Climate Change
Project. The team classified days by weather
type, and developed a stochastic model to
generate runs of days in each type and assign
appropriate precipitation amounts to each day
(Hay et al. 1991). The stochastic model based
on weather types has been used to interpret the
output of GCM runs simulating an atmosphere
containing increased amounts of greenhouse
gases. In panicular, changes in weather type
frequencies and characteristics have been used to
generate precipitation estimates for doubled-CO,
conditions.

3. ANALOGS OF GLOBAL WARMING
3.1 Analogs as Clues to Atmospheric Behavior

Researchers in the field of climate change have
followed a number of different approaches or
methods in developing scenarios of future
climates. Their methods are described in
various places, including a review anicle by
Gleick (1989) and Robinson and Finkelstein'S
(1991) paper.

Process models - process models are
numerical models on various scales,
which are designed to simulate the
physical processes that control climate.
The best known are the general
circuiation models (GCMs).

As noted in Section 2.3, regional climates
sometimes show swings extending over a decade

Empirical methods - empirical methods
include the use of analogs, analysis of
circulation patterns, synoptic analyses,
and climatological statistics .

• Depanment of Agriculture's SNOTEL system i. controlled from a central computer facility in
Ponland, Oregon. Over 500 solar powered stations at remote sites are queried, normally twice a day,
through a meteor-burst radio system.
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or two that are contraty to global trends.
Therefore, one should not try to develop
regional scenarios by extrapolating local or
regional trends of the last few decades.

An important empirical method in investigating
global warming is the study of periods when the
earth was warmer than it is now. Using the
warm periods as analogs, one tries to predict
what global warming might entail in terms of
temperature, precipitation, and other
meteoroiogical variables. Gleick (1989) notes a
number of such studies by previous authors.

Initial Climate Change Scenario
Of course, studies of past climates can yield
only indications of what might happen under
global warming. The concentration of CO, in
the aunosphere has varied widely over geologic
time, but the warm and cold periods of the past
had several additional causes, including changes
in orbital forcing, topography, concentration of
volcanlc dust and, possibly, solar output. None
of these factors are exactly analogous to an
increase In greenhouse gas concentrations.
Furthermore, the extreme rapidity of the CO,
buildup of the 20th century exceeds anything
identifiable in the paleoclimate record. Crowley
(1990) has stated that the climatic and
paleoclimatic records contain no completely
satisfactory analog for the anticipated global
warming due to increased concentrations of
greenhouse gases. Nevertheless, past climates
may provide valuable clues to the way the
aunosphere-ocean system worlcs.

Initial Climate Change Scenario

Kalnlcky (1987) applied factor analysis to
previously published data on NH weather types
from 1899 to 1969, studying seasonal changes
and singularities for the whole 70-year period
and for warm and cool episodes within the
70-year record. The resultant eigenvectors
clearly showed the seasonal transitions in
circulation patterns. The seasonal transitions did
not occur at the equinoxes and solstices, a fact
which agrees with everyday experience. For the
70-year record, winter patterns dominated from
October 22 to March 8, and summer patterns
from June 17 to August 31. "The timing of
singularities and length of seasons differed
among three climatic episodes within the
1899-1969 period of analysis.
The warm
episode, 1920-52, had the longest summer
season, prolonged Indian summers, and a lack of
meridional circulation in winter and spring. The
cold episode, 1899-1919, had the longest winter
season, infrequent Indian summers, and
relatively high frequencies of meridional flow in
winter and spring. The cool episode, 1953-69,
lacked a true summer season and had high
frequencies of meridional circulation all year."

3.2 Historical Analogs
The scientific literature contains the results of
numerous studies in which climatological data
have provided analogs of global warming.
Instead of attempting to mention all such
studies, this section covers a few of these
studies at some length to iUustrate the potential
of the analog approach.

Note that the cold period of Lough and his
colleagues, which ran from 1901 to 1920, agrees
with that of Kalnicky, which ran from 1899 to
1919, and that Lough's warm episode, which ran
from 1934 to 1953, is a part of Kalnlcky's warm
episode. Their results support each other, with
Lough et al. (1983) studying one region
(Europe) in detail and Kalnicky showing that the
changes in Europe were a part of a hemispheric
phenomenon.

Lough et al. (1983) used a historical analog in
a study of potential global climate change
impacts on Europe.
Mean temperature,
precipitation, and pressure patterns for a warm
episode (1934-53) and those for a cold episode
(1901-20) were compared. The NH annual
mean surface air temperature differed by OAoC
for the two episodes. However, the changes
were far from uniform, as the changes varied
with both season and location (figure 3). The
warming was concentrated in northern Europe
and the Arctic Ocean. Winter temperatures over
much of central Europe actually were lower
during the warm episode than during the cold
episode. Lough et al. (1983) went on to deduce
probable effects of global climate change upon
agriculture and energy requirements.

Sometimes it is helpful to think of the general
circulation on any given day as nature's attempt
to find a solution to the governing equations
under the initial and boundary conditions for
that day. Small changes in boundary conditions
may lead sometimes to widely different
solutions, that is, to widely different weather
conditions all around the globe. Furthermore,
quite different solutions may be equally stable,
which accounts for the fact that seemingly
unusual weather patterns may be quite persistent
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Figure 3. Temperature differences in degrees Celsius for summer and winler between warm
period (1934-53) and cold period (1901-20) in Europe (Lough eI aI . 1983).
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annual mean temperature as large as the
predicted global warming, it is necessary to tum
to paleoclimates as reconsoucted from
geological data. For example, the temperatures
of the aanosphere and of sea water in ancient
times can be estimated to within I·C by noting
the relative abundance of various isotopes in ice
cores from glaciers and in cores extracted from
below the present sea floor. According to
Gleick's (1989) review, ..... the Holocene
optimum (about 6000 to 5000 years B.P.) is
considered an analogue for a I·C warming; the
last interglacial (about 125,000 years B.P.) is
considered an analogue for a 2· to 2.S·C
warming; and the Pliocene climatic optimum
(about 3 to 4 million years B.P.) corresponds to
a warming of 3· to 4·C." Considerable effon
has gone into studies of lake levels, rypes of
vegetation, and so on during those eras for
indications of what a warmer worid might entail.

once established.
Kalnicky's results are
valuable in pointing out that variations of less
than I·C in NH annual mean temperature are
associated with far reaching changes in
aanospheric circu1ations, in particular, with
changes of 10 to 20 days in the dates of
seasonal transitions.
The analog approach can be applied to historical
data to investigate linkages among various
Van Loon and
meteorological variables.
Williams (1978) investigated the question of
whether or not an interannual temperature
variability was a function of the mean
temperature at a particular station. Winter
temperature records from Europe and North
America were compared for the years 1925-75,
a relatively warm period, with those for
1876-1926, a cooler period. No correlation was
found between temperature and temperature
variability, which suggests that interannual
temperature excursions will not change
appreciably L'I the face of global warming.
North American records did not show any
indication that the variability of precipitation
was a function of temperature.

The world's long-term temperature excursions
have been concentrated at middle and high
latitudes, while the tropics have been relatively
stable. Even during the ice ages, the tropics
were only I or 2·C cooler than today, although
the tropics were considerably drier then
(Kutzbach and Guetter 1986). These findings
suggest that global warming will vary with
latitude and probably will be concentrated in the
polar regions.

Henderson-Sellers and McGuffie (1989) used the
same cold period (1901-20) and warm period
(1934-53) as Lough et al. (1983) to investigate
variations in cloudiness with temperature. They
reported that "Cloud amount is found to increase
over practically the entire U. S. A., Canada,
most of the Indian subcontinent, and parts of
Europe in all seasons.... However ... the
apparent trend may be much less than global."
Considerable areas where the annual mean cloud
cover increased by 0.3 or more were also found.
As usual in such studies, variations with
geographic location and with season were noted.
3.3 Analogs in the Geologic Record

Lorius et al. (1990) have calculated that between
40 and 65 percent of the variance in the
temperature record of the Vostok ice-core from
Antarctica, which goes back just over
150,000 years, can be explained by variatior.s in
the concentrations of Co, and CM. during the
same period.
About 80 percent of the
temperature variance can be expiained by a
combination of orbital forcing (Milankovitch
effect) and greenhouse gas concentrations.

One disadvantage of using historical data for
analog studies is that the temperature variations
involved are usually much smaller than the
predicted global warming, which could be as
much as 3 or 4·C. In order to find variations in

Lorius et al. (1990) also employed multivariate
analysis to deduce that the feedback factor that
applied to temperature variations driven by
variations in concentrations of CO, and CH,
over the 150,000 years before the present was
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somewhere around 3. This result is intriguing
because it agrees fairiy well with Ramansthan's
(1981) result of 4.4 as the feedback effect due to
enhanced water vapor in the aanosphere.

prevailing westerlies with migratory frontal
cyclones (low pressure areas) in mldlatitudes.
Because of their coarse resolution, with grid
spacings of the order of 500 km , GCMs do not
simulate local showers, mesoscale systems, or
tropical hurricanes. There are also serious
limitations to their representations of physical
processes, some of which are discussed briefly
In Section 4.6.

4. PREDIcrJONS BASED ON PROCESS
MODELS
4. I Introduction to General Circulation Models

Advanced GCMs are capable of simulating the
effects of changes in the earth's orbital
parameters, concentrations of greenhouse gases,
and surface parameters. Confidence that the
advanced GCMs can provide a guide to future
climates is enhanced by the fact that these
GCMs can simulate past climates much different
from that of the present time. For example, the
NCAR CCM has shown skill in simulating the
climate 18,000 years ago during the last ice age
and at 3,OOO-year intervals since then, bracketing
the subsequent Holocene climatic optimum
(Kutzbach and Guetter 1986). Comparisons of
the output of GCM simulations of warm periods
in the past with simulations of a doubled-CO,
world have shown substantial differences in
spatial distributions of temperature and
precipitation (Mitchell 1990). Those differences
are among the reasons cited for caution in the
uncritical use of analogs in estimating the
potential impacts of global climate change
(Mitchell 1990, Crowley 1990).

The ocean-aanosphere model used by
Ramanathan (1981) qualifies as a process model
as defined by Robinson and Finkelstein (1991),
even though the model does not fit neatly into
any of their development modules. However, it
Is a one-dimensional model. The actual oceanaanosphere system is three~imenslonal, which
allows the transpon of heat from place to place
by winds and ocean currents. The only process
models capable of simulating the entire threedimensional aanosphere are the GCMs.
A GCM is a computer program that finds
solutions to the equations governing the most
imponant atmospheric processes under specified
initial and boundary conditions. Imponant
models developed in the Unlted States and
applied in global climate change studies include
those of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies
(GlSS), the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory (GFDL) at Princeton, N.J., and
Oregon State University (OSU), as well as the
Community Climate Model (CCM) of the
National Center for Aanospheric Research
(NCAR). One should also note the models of
the United Kingdom Meteorological Office and
the Canadian Climate Center.

Many publications describing forms that global
warming might take have been based on GCM
runs (e.g., Manabe and Wetherald 1980, 1987,
Kellogg and Zhao 1988, Meehl and Washington
1988, Schlesinger and Zhao 1989). To simulate
the continual buildup of greenhouse gases
expected over the next few decades, one should
use a transient model. However, most published
global climate change results are based on
doubled-CO, runs, in which the CO,
concentration is held steady at twice its assumed

GCMs are fairiy successful at simulating
features of the earth's current climate, including
the intenropical convergence zone.' the
subtropical high pressure zones around 30 to 35·
of latitude in both hemispheres, and the

, A Irough of low pressure girdling the earth near the equator.
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value of 300 ppm in the year 1900. Using
doubled Co, as a standaJd scenario makes
global climate change more obvious and
facilitates the comparison of results published by
different authors.
Orotch (1988) provided an excellent review of
results up to about 1986 from the four American
OCMs mentioned above; Orotch and
MacCracken (1991) cover some of the same
material. Orotch (1988) began by comparing
output from control runs assuming current CO,
levels with meteorological observations on
global, continental, and regional scales. For
the four OCMs that Orotch considered, the
finest gridding was that of the OSU model:
4° latitude by 5° longitude. As the actual data
Orotch used for verification were also on a 4° X
5° grid, he interpolated output from the other
models on to a 4° X 5° grid to facilitate
calculations. Figure 4 represents one of his
comparisons between model output and
historical data. which considered winter
temperatures averaged over gridpoints in the
United States. Orotch found that the CCM and
OISS control outputs were close to the observed
temperatures on a global basis, while the OFDL
and OSU outputs were about 2°C above the
observations. The GISS control output remained
close to actual surface air temperatures in pan
because sea-surface temperatures were fixed in
the model to contonn to the actual values at the
present time.' Differences between control
model output and actual surface air temperatures
at individual gridpoints ran as high as 300C in
some of the models. The greatest discrepancies
occurred at high latitudes.
4.2 Predicted Effects on Temperature
doubled-CO, steady-state scenarios
generated by models can be viewed as estimates
of a condition through which the eanh may pass
on its way to even higher temperatures. In
using GCMs to investigate global climate
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change, it is customary to generate output under
the assumption of doubled CO, (2 X CO,) and
compare it to output under current (control)
In the case of
conditions (1 X CO,).
temperature, the expected wanning, aT, Is
calculated as
aT = T(2 X CO,) - T(1 X CO,)

5

JJAii

The fact that GCM control output does not
match current weather exactly calls for caution
in interpreting GCM predictions of what
increased greenhouse gases might entail. The
recommended procedure for estimating temperatures under doubled-CO, conditions from the
output of 8 OCM Is to add aT to current
observations, rather than to accept T(2 X CO,)
at face value (Cohen 1990). Adjustments of this
son fall under Robinson and Finkelstein's
(1991) list of linkage tecjmiques.
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Median values of aT, using an area-weighting
system combining results for all grid points and
seasons, range from about 3.1 °c for the OSU
model to near 4.5°C for the GISS model (Orotch
1988). The models show systematic latitudinal
variations (figure 5). Values of aT run around
2 to 3°C near the equator. All models predict
the greatest warming in the polar regions during
winter, a result that agrees with evidence from
paleoclimatiC investigations. The GFDL model
is the most extreme in this regard; it predicts
wanning averaging 15°C near the North Pole
during NH winter.
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Predictions of regional and seasonal impacts
vary widely among the different models. For
example, predictions of aT for the western
United States for the months of December,
January, and February are as follows:

0

GFDL

GISS

OSU

CCM

GFDL

GISS

OSU

Note: HorizoIIlaJ lines on each plot show the 0, 25, SO, 75, and 100 pertenlile values. The diffuences are
calcu1a1ed 81 each of 43 grid points over the United States (aller GrolCh 1988).

The

CCM
GFDL
GISS
OSU

2.9°C
S.soC
S.soC
1.9°C.

• For some climate change experiments with GlSS, the sea-surface tempenllures are allowed 10 adjust
but ocean heat transports, required 10 produce CLUTent sea-surface lemperalureS, are specified as unchanged
(Rind el aJ. 1989).
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Figure 4. Distributions of differences belWeen the general circulation model control runs
(I X CO,) and historical surface air temperatures.
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The lalesl resullS from the Canadian Cimale
Cenler climale model also predict warming over
much of the weslern Unlled SIaIeS for the winler
months. amounting to as much as 8°C over the
northern Greal Plains and Minnesota. The
models also predicl warming for the summer
months; according to the GFDL and Canadian
Ointate Center models. the most pronounced
warming. up to 4 or SoC. would again occur in
the middle of the cominent

schemes used to generale clouds in the models.
the most realistic Slalemelll at this time is that
changes in cloudiness predicted by GCMs are
small compared to uncertainties in the models
and. indeed. to uncertainties in available
estimaleS of actual cloudiness over the globe
(Henderson-SeUers and McGuffie 1989.
Ramanathan et a1. 1989).

4.3 Predicted EffeclS on Couds and Insolation

Like cloudiness. precipitation can be handled in
GCMs only through parameterization schemes.
Some of the earliest GCMs produced estimates
of local or regional precipitation that differed
from observed annual accumulations by as much
as a factor of 2 or 3. Improved precipitation
routines in later velSlons of the models are
leading to more realistic resullS.

4.4 Predicted EffeclS on Precipitation

II is imPOrlant to represem clouds correctly in
GCMs because. in addition to being the source
of precipitation. clouds influence greatly the
radiation budget of the atmosphere. Therefore.
errolS in simulating clouds may result in
feedback effeClS thaI aIler the oUlput of pressure.
temperalUre. and wind fields. In addition.
changes in cloudiness that may result from
global climale change may also involve
feedback effeclS. a poim which is discussed
further in Section 4.6.

Cohen (1990) recommends that the ratio of
predicted precipitation under doubled-CO,
conditions to the control precipitation be
multiplied by actual current preCipitation 10
provide an estimate of preCipitation under
doubled-CO, conditions. However. Grotch
(1988) uses the formula

Couds are parameterized in GCMs because
most clouds or cloud layers are much smaller
than the grid spacing of any GCM currently in
use. The amount of cloud cover that develops
in a GCM simulation depends on the
parameterization scheme used to "generate" the
clouds. so resullS have to be inletpreted
cautiously.

LATITUDE

L. ...TlTUDE

Note: Each boxplot rqJreSCIIlS !he distribution of 72 longitudinal gridpoint values at !he given latitude
(afler G1'OIdI 1988).
Figure 5. LatKudlnal distributions lor four general clrrulatlon models of the predicted change In surf_ air
tel!1)8rature during Northern Hemisphere winter due to a doubling of CO,.
I

DecembetlJlnlllr)'lPebruary
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dP = [P(2 X CO,) - P(I X CO,))

in his analysis to obtain the change in p. the
precipitation per day. dP is then added to the
current value for any grid point 10 obtain an
estimate of P under doubled-CO, conditions.

Runs with the second-generation Canadian
Ointate Center model indicate only small
changes in cloud cover resulting from global
climate change. The Canadian resullS suggest a
decrease in cloud cover averaging 1 percent over
all land areas of the globe during NH winter; the
corresponding number for NH summer is a
decrease of 3 percent. Zonally averaged data
suggest that the area from 30 to 6O"N. which
includes the western United States. will
experience a decrease of 1 to 2 percent (Boer et
a1. 1991). In view of uncertainties about the

According to Grotch (1988). the four models
agreed up to 1986 that tota! precipitation over
the Earth would be 10 to 20 percent grealer
under dOUbled-CO. conditions than at present.
The median changes Cor grid poinlS in the
contiguous United StaleS ranged from near
2 percent for the GFDL model to 15 percent for
the CCM. There were both geographic and
seasonal variations concealed within those
numbelS. The geographic variations were by Car
the largest; Cor some grid poinlS. decreases of as
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much as SO percent in annual precipitation were
indicated. However, variations in results across
small areas should not be taken too seriously, as
intercomparisons among the models showed no
significant correlation for results at individual
grid points.
Later results from the models reviewed by
Orotch are more conservative. For example, a
recent rerun by Meehl and Washington (1990)
with altered parameterizations of sea, ice, and
snow albedos brought the globally averaged
precipitation increase down to about 7 percent.
Furthermore, the second-generdlion GCM of the
Canadian Climate Center predicts about a
4 percent increase in world-wide precipitation,
with the increase over all the world's land areas
averaging only 1 percent (Boer et al. 1991).
Precipitation is extremely variable on all time
scales, so much so that it is impossible to
identify any definite trend over the last SO or
100 years. At the First Reclamation Conference
on ResourceS Management held in late 1990 at
Scottsdale, Arizona, several speakers noted that
the changes in precipitation predicted SO far to
accompany global climate change are small
compared to the variations that have occurred in
the western United States over recent decades
and centuries in the absence of any
anthropogenic effects on climate.
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thickness of cloud cover.
As noted in
Section 4.3, it is difficult to say at this time
what changes in cloudiness would accompany
global climate change.

observed precipitation 10 increase with the mean.
However, consideration of individual grid points
showed exceptions to all of the trends noted by
Rind et al. (1989).

Some authors have found indications in GCM
output that interday or Interannual variability of
meteorological variables might change with
global climate change. Rind et al. (1989)
simulated both steadily Increasing Co. and a
doubled-CO. world with the G1SS model to
investigate interannual variability, daily
variability, and the amplitude of the diurnal
cycle at four grid points in the United States. It
was necessary to adjust the model predictions of
altered climates for the differences between
model output for the control case and existing
climatic conditions. r.hanges at individual grid
points were small and usually not statistically
significant, but the interannual and interday
temperature variability and the amplitude of the
diumaJ temperature cycle tended to decrease
with increasing temperature.

Mearns et al. (1990) studied the ability of three
different versions of the CCM to reproduce the
first and second-order statistics of temperature
and preCipitation at several grid points in the
United States. The version of the model judged
"best" varied with the criterion used for
judgment One veBlon of the CCM, the
Washington version, was used in a doubled-CO,
experiment simulating only three years of
doubled-CO, conditions; therefore, no
calculation of changes in interannual variability
was possible. There were indications of a
possible increase in daily variability in most
seasons and at most locations. However, the
inability of any model to reproduce all aspects
of actual rainfall patterns and the very limited
simulation (only three years with just one
model) must be kept in mind. Mearns et al.
(1990) concluded that ".. further improvements in
GCMs are needed in order to accurately
reproduce regional mean climate and related
climate variability."

For example, when interday fluctuations were
considered, the standard deviations decreased
about O.soC. As the standard deviations ranged
from 1.5 to 4.8°C, the reduction of O.soC is
significant Meehl and Washington (1990), in
runs with a version of the CCM, found that
doubling the CO, concentration reduced the
zonal mean of the standard deviation of surface
air temperature in the middle latitudes. It is fair
to note, though, that their model greatly
overestimated the interday variance of surface
air temperature in the control (I X CO,) case,
particularly at high latitudes during winter.

4.S Predicted Changes in Variability
Some of the early GCMs did not simulate day
and night, but merely assumed a constant flux of
solar energy at the top of the atmosphere.
Obviously, those models were unable to address
the issue of diurnal temperature variability. One
can deduce from physical principles that
enltanced concentrations of greenhouse gases
would suppress diurnal temperature variations
during fine weather. The net effect of global
climate change on diurnal temperature variations
at any location would depend on whether or not
it produced a local change in the frequency or

Rind et al. (1989) found that the daily and
interannual precipitation variability generally
changed with the same sign as the change in
precipitation itself. As precipitation generally
increased with increases of CO, in their model,
the usual result was an increase in the variability
of precipitation.
This result agrees with
Waggoner (1989), who found the variance of
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indicates that the limit has not been reached yet
(Boville 1991). Boville (1991) reported a
general improvement in the representation of
surface pressure patterns and tropospheric winds
as the horizontal grid spacing in a version of the
CCM was reduced in three stages from 5.6° to
1.9° of latitude and longitude. However, no
substantial improvement was obtained by
changing the vertical resolution from 2.8 to
0.7km.
As noted in Section 2.1, the combined effect of
increases In Co., CIf., and other greenhouse
gases is likely to produce the equivalence of a
dOUbled-CO, world by 2050. However, the
ocean's tremendous thermal inertia will delay
the impacts of global climate change by several
decades. This lag was not modeled at all by
some early ocean-atmosphere GCMs, which
modeled the ocean as a swamp, that is, a wet
surface with no capacity to store heat. Later
versions treat the ocean as a mixed layer, which
serves as a reservoir of heat (Meehl and
Washington 1990). The ocean's actual mixed
layer, which averages about 75 m in depth,
adjusts to atmospheric thermal forcing in a few
decades. It appears, therefore, that predictions
of climate for a steady-state, doubled-CO. world
derived from an ocean-atmosphere model with
a mixed layer should apply, but only In a crude
way, to some time around 2100, about 50 years
after the earth realizes the equivalence in
radiative terms of a doubling of atmospheric
Co..

4.6 Searches for Improvement in GCMs
Long-range plans for climate change research
emphasize the need for better representation of
the physical processes being modeled, more
efficient algorithms, and more advanced
computers with parallel processing. More
powerful computers will make it possible to
improve the resolution of the various GCMs as
well as the simulation of physical processes in
them. Aspects of the GCMs that require
improvement include the simulation of oceanatmosphere interactions and the
parameterizations of the radiative properties of
clouds and surface albedos at low sun angles.

Models with a mixed-layer ocean still do not
deal with exchanges of heat between the mixed
layer and the ocean depths, which are
accomplished mainly by advection rather than
turbulent diffusion. Adequate models of the
oceanic circuJation are just beginning to appear
(Church et al. 1991). The ocean's deep
circulation is so slow that cold water, with no
history of exposure to an atmosphere warmed by
an enhanced greenhouse effect, will continue to
well up from the deep ocean for centuries,
principally along the west coasts of continents in

Although there must be a limit to the gains
attainable through improved horizontal
resolution, the latest available paper on the topic
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midlatitudes. Therefore, steady-state, doubled
CO2 runs with GCMs can never simulate exactly
the real world.

cloud thickness, cloud-water concentration, and
drop-size distribution associated with global
warming could also contribute to the total
feedback effect. but many GCMe do not take
account of the Jssibility of changes in these
variables.' In _...nmary, there Is no way to tell
at this time whether the modification of the
earth's clouds by the enhanced greenhouse effect
will lead to a positive or a negative feedback
effect upon surface temperatures.

The imponance of radiative effects of clouds
upon the climate system and difficulties in
parameterizing these effects are the subject of a
review paper by Fouquart et al. (1990). Clouds
are hard to handle because clouds
simultaneously cool the earth by scattering solar
radiation and warm the earth by intercepting IR
from the ground and reradiating some downward
as well as to outer space. The relative
imponance of the two effects varies with time of
day, latitude, and cloud characteristics. Shallow
clouds with warm tops are thougln to exert a net
cooling effect because these clouds radiate
considerable IR into space, while clouds with
cold tops warm the earth because these clouds
are weak IR radiators. Calculations based on
satellite data of the annual global mean effect of
all clouds have shown net effects equivalent to
decreases in the solar radiation reaching the top
of the atmosphere. That is to say, clouds cool
the earth. Estimates of the net cooling effect
have ranged from near zero to 40 W m·2
(Fouquart et al. 1990), while recent results
generally fall between 17 and 27 W m·2 (Arldng
1991).

Multiple runs with the same GCMs have shown
that the results of doubled-co, runs are quite
sensitive to the albedos assigned to polar sea ice
and to sea water for low sun angles. Varying
these assigned parameters within reasonable
limits can lead to an Arctic Ocean that becomes
mostly Ice-free In summer or to one that stays
Ice-bound year round. The difference could be
crucial for the climates of Canada and northern
Eurasia, and affects temperature statistics
calculated for the entire surface of the earth by
as much as O.S·C (Meehl and Washington
1990).
It is not realistic to think that the differences
among the various GCMs will be resolved In the
near future. The mode\a, especially those that
couple the atmosphere to any realistic ocean
model, are so complex that any new,
significantly improved simulation will take quite
a long time. GCCRP staff should continue to
monitor all new GCM results that appear, but
keep in mind that the first significant
improvement over the results quoted above is
likely to come several years from now.

Because clouds exert a net cooling effect, it is
likely that an increase in cloudiness associated
with a warmer earth would exert a negative
feedback effect, while a decrease would exert a
positive feedback effecl However, existing
GCMs do not agree on what the changes in
cloud cover would be, so GCMs cannot agree
on the feedback effects. A comparison of 19
different GCMs under perpetual July conditions
found about a third of them exhibiting a
negative feedback effect and the other two thirds
a positive effect (Artdng 1991). Changes in

4.7 Use of Regional and Loca1-scale Models
The lack of spatial resolution of GCMs is a

particularly serious problem when used for
predicting precipitation. One of the best new

, Global climate change could produce such changes independently of the postulated effects of additional
sulphates arising directly from fossil fuel consumption. For example, if a rise in sea surface temperatures
stimulated the growth of planl::ton, the rate of ",lease of sulphur to the atmosphere by planl::lon as
dimethylsulphide should increase slightly.
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models In this regard, that of the European
Center for Medium Range Forecasts, has
horizontal resolution of 1.875 X 1.875· of
latitude and longitude, but that Is still too coarse
to model precipitation reallstically. In order to
get the total amount of precipitation
approximately right, which is necessary because
It feeds back Into the atmosphere's energy
budget, the precipitation In GCM output is
smeared. That is, it covers larger areas than
natural precipitation, but at unrealistically low
rates.

in recent years. WAG has adapted it to the
terrain and winter weather conditions of Arizona
and the Delaware Basin with considerable
success (Medina 1991). Runs of the local-scale
precipitation model for Arizona for the month of
January 1979 using synthetic atmospheric
soundings based on MM4 output have produced
results comparable to those obtained with actual
rawinsonde data for that month. Comparisons
of daily rainfall on the Mogollon Rim of
Arizona as predicted by the model with
observations have yielded correlation
coefficients In the range of 0.65 to 0.80
(Medina 1991).

Some groups are now making use of nested
models, in which a GCM provides the boundary
conditions for a specified area of interest, which
is then modeled with a finer grid. An example
is the Regional Climate Model for the Western
United States (Dickinson et al. 1989). Nesting
avoids the large requirements for computer
resources that make it impractical to simulate
regional-scale phenomena all over the world
simultaneously, even on the fastest computers
aval1able today.

The next step is to make some runs with the
local-scale precipitation model with boundary
conditions set by doubled-CO2 runs with a
GCM, with and without the regional model as
an interface. If it is possible to dispense with
the regional model, the production of doubledCo, output from the local-scale preCipitation
model will be speeded greatly. WAG plans to
make enough runs of the local-scale model
simulating doubled-C02 conditions to provide
first estimates of the precipitation climatology in
the year 2100 of a few river basins in the
western United States.

Gleick (1989) has pointed out that linking
GCMs and regional hydrologic models can
enhance the abilities of both. WAG has adopted
a variant of his suggested approach by using
output from GCM runs simulating doubled-C02
conditions to set boundary conditions for local
scale models. Because of the coarse resolution
of GCMs, it is not known yet whether direct use
of the GCM output will yield satisfactory
results. It may be necessary to use a regional
model as an interface between the GCM and the
local-scale precipitation model.

It appears that physically based models will do

better than statistical models (regressions, for
example) at predicting streamflow under
conditions of altered precipitation and
temperature (e.g., Karl and Riebsame 1989).
Therefore, output from the precipitation model
will be passed off to interested groups in
Reclamation and elsewhere, notably Geological
Survey, to serve as input to precipitation-runoff
models.

Working with scientists at NCAR, WAG has
obtained and used output from a regional model
as input to a local-scale precipitation model.
This model is capable of predicting precipitation
on the basis of topography and fields of wind
and humidity (Matthews et al. 1991, Medina
1991). The regional model in question is the
MM4 version of the Pennsylvania State
Urdverslty/NCAR model (Giorgi 1990). The
local-scale model that originated with Rhea
(1978) has been updated in WAG and elsewhere

5. INlTIAL DOUBLED-C02 SCENARIO
5.1 Linkage of Results from Process Models
and Empiri~al Methods
As noted in Section 4.7, the linkage of GCM
results to local weather through nested models is
still in the future. In the absence of such
20
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results. an initial "first-guess" scenario for
westem North America has been developed by
linking the available results from GCMs and
analogs in the light of basic Imowledge about
synoptic meteorology (Dennis 1991). Thls
approach was followed by Pittock and Salinger
(1982) in developing a climate change scenario
for Australia. They made "use of arguments
concerning aunospheric dynamics and a
Imowledge of empirical climatic relationships
and spatial correlations to come up with an
educated guess."
The GCM results have not been averaged before
being linked to the results of empirical studies.
Recent results from coupled ocean-aunosphere
models are less extreme than some of those
published 10 to IS years ago. Greater attendon
is given to the recent results than to the earlier
ones. not because the results are in a sense more
palatable. but because of the improvements that
have been made to the various models.

(1984) found that streamfIows in the Upper
Colorado were not correlated with those in the
Pacific Northwest. StreatDflows in the Pacific
Northwest were positively correlated with flows
in Montana. independent of the Upper Colorado.
and negatively correlated with flows in Texas
and Arizona. On the basis of their results. one
can conclude that the impacts of global climate
change upon precipitation will vary widely
across the westem United States. and may vary
in sign atDoog the major basins. A scenario that
starts with the general pattems of weather and
climate can pick up intelbasin variations while
remaining intema\ly consistent
S.2 Global and Regional Considerations
One can visualize several different ways in
which the world could get warmer. If that is
what the effect of increased greenhouse gases
turns out to be. One way would be for the
entire earth to warm up by some amount 4T.
and the positions of jet streams. fronts. and other
synoptic-scale features stay as at present. Thls
scenario appears oversimplified.
aimate
fluctuations of the recent past did not pr:oduce
uniform warming or cooling over the NH
(van Loon and Williams 1978. Lough et aL
1983. Jones 1988). and neither did the long-term
variations revealed by the geologic record. The
GCMs generally point to the same result; most
model outpUt indicates that warming will be
greater in the polar regions than in the tropics.

It is well Imown that precipitation and
streamflows in western North America are
correlated with the large-scale features of the
weather map for the North Pacific Ocean (Cayan
and Peterson 1989). Kari et al. (1990) have
presented statistical methods for relating local
surface weather to GCM output. including both
temperature and precipitation. It appears that
application of such relationships to GCM output
of pressure fields is a better guide to future
precipitation pattems than accepting the GCM
precipitation output at face value. Therefore.
our first-guess scenario begins with centers of
action and storm tracks. Comparisons with
historical data have been facilitated by the large
amount of work already done to catalog the
locations of centers of action and storm tracks
and their variations from year to year (Zishlca
and Smith 1980).

Another scenario would be to keep the polar and
tropical airmasses as they are at present. but
move the mean poSition of the polar front in
each hemisphere toward the pole. Thls does not
look realistic either. as it would provide
maximum warming in midiatitudes. and none at
the poles or at the equator.
A more realistic approach is to look for changes
in the weather map that would be consistent
with a warmer earth. in particular. with a
warming concentrated in the high latitudes. The
initial scenario. which will now be outlined. is
intended to satisfy that criterion.

The impacts of each synoptic-scale weather
pattem vary from basin to basin. Diaz (1983)
found that droughts in the Mountain States were
not closely correlated with those along the
Pacific Coast Similarly. Meko and Stockton
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The equatorial regions would be about 2°C
warmer than at present, with the location of the
interuopical convergence zone varying with the
seaaons much as it does now. Weather systems
anchored to major geographic features. such as
the polar front which often forms in winter off
eastem North America along the northwestem
edge of the Gulf Stream. also would tend to
hold their positions. The subtropical high
pressure belts would undergo a slight poleward
shift of 1 or 2° of latitude (Pittock and Salinger
1982. Roberts 1987). Global warming would
tend to shift the other weather belts around the
world poleward by about 2° of latitude. There
could also be Important 10ogilUd1oal shifts.
According to the latest runs with the CaoadIao
OImate Center model. the Aleutian Low would
be found more frequently than at present in the
Gulf of Alaska rather than in its more westerly
position near the Bering Sea (Boer 1991).

November S. and advanced the onset of spring
from March 14 to March 10. The expected
warming of the Arctic by up to 8°C would have
a much greater impact. Some GCM runs
indicate that the Arctic Ocean would become
practically ice-free during the summer. and
would not freeze over again until November.
That would mean that the formation of very cold
Arctic air masses would be delayed until
December. One can estimate. therefore. that
modified winter pattems would prevail from
about December IS to about March I each year.
Kalltstein et al. (1990) have provided tentative
evidence that chaoaes in high-latitude winters
have aiready begun. 10 examining temperature
records from northwestem North Amerlca over
the past 40 years. decreases were found in the
number of days per year dominated by very .cold
air masses and a warming of the coldest air
masses at individual stations ranging from I 10
almost 4°C.

The airmasses on both sides of the polar front
would be warmer than at present. the subtropical
airmuses on the warm side by about 3°C and
the polar airmasses by larger atDounts. ranging
up to 8°C in the Arctic regions during NH
winter.
The reduced temperature contrast
between tropical and polar air masses would
slow down the prevailing westerlies and their
associated jet streams. and weaken the frontal
cyclones (lows) of midlatitudes. as noted by
Roberts (1987).
The general eastward
movement of the lows would be slowed by the
weakening of the westerlies. However. the lows
would stiJl produce abundant precipitation
because of the increased water vapor content of
the atmosphere.

With the slight northward shift of the subtropical
high-pressure belt and the weakening of Arctic
outbreaks. the polar jet stream and associated
winter storm track across westem North
America would be shifted northward into
southem Canada (figure 6). With the Aleutian
Low often in the Gulf of Alaska. nearly all the
stonos entering North America from the North
Pacific would do so through British Columbia or
the State of Washington. so precipitation would
be heavier than at present in the Pacific
Northwest. Cyclonic activity in the central
Rocldes and the southwestern United States
would be less frequent than at present
However. the occasional storms that would
occur. mainly in the form of cut-off lows south
of the polar jet stream. would provide heavy
precipitation. Overall. Arizona and New Mexico
would receive about 10 percent less winter
precipitation than now. while western
Washington and Oregon would receive
20 percent more than al present The change to
California (as a whole) and the Great Basin
would be insignificant.

NH winter circulations require a reservoir of
cold air in the Arctic regions. SO one of the most
atDazing aspects of global warming would be
noticeably shottened winteill. Ka\olcky (1987)
found that the warming of about 1°C from the
1899 to 1919 cold episode to the warm episode
of )920-S2 moved the onset of winter
circu1ations back from October 22 10
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On the basis of the estimated temperallUe
increases, the snowline in California and

Because the Nonhern Great Plains would be
closer to the mean axis of the subtropical high
pressure belt than al present, the Plains would
receive less summer rainfall, and the distribution
in time would be changed. Increases in local
showers in spring and early summer would be
more than offset by decreases in the months of
July and August after the ground had dried out.
Soil moisture would be scarce after July I
because of the high temperatures, and the
scarcity of soil moisture would have a positive
feedback effect on temperarure. The increase in
monthly mean temperature would have its
maximum value of about SoC somewhere in the
Nonhern Great Plains during August and
September.

Arizona would rise, on the average, by some
SOO m, while the snowline in the nonhern

Rocky Mountains would be about 800 m higher
than at present 1be temperallUe change alone
would have drastic impacts upon snowpacks and
the annual distribution of streamflow in western
rivers (Gleick 1987, Leuenmaier and Gan 1990),
although Karl and Riebsame (1989) have argued
that its impacl upon total armual streamflow
would nol be great.

NoIe: L denoIes IocaIion of lowest average surface preaaure auociaIcd with the Aleutian Low. String of H'.
....".. axis of subIropicaJ bigh pessure belL Solid lines show mean SIOmI InICb for 19SO-77 according 10
ZiIbka and Smith (1980). Dubed liDe abowa bypothetical winler SIOmI _It aaoaa w"""'"' Canada UDder
clllnged climaIe c:oodiIions. Srorm tnck from c.pe IfImaIIs 10 Southeast of Grccnland is anchored 10 die
nonhem edge of die Gulf SIIeIm, and "" would likdy stay pul in !he face of global warming.
Pi""" 6. FeatumJ controlling we8lher of weatern United States in wlnta-.

Modified summer pa\tcms would prevail from
June 1 until September IS (figure 7). The subbOpicai high pressure belt would be centered
about 38°N, with the Bermuda High extending
further north than al presenL The effects could
reach as far as Arizona, where summer rainfall
Is favored by a northward displacement of the
high pressure area at upper levels (Carleton
et aI. 1990).' 1be entire southern United States
except for California would be subjected to
increased easterly flows on the south side of the
high pressure belt. As hurricane formation is
limited to ocean surfaceo with temperatures
above 26 C, bOpicai hurricanes would range
further northward in the Atlantic Ocean than at
present. In addition, Emanuel (1987) has
calculated that an increase of 3°C in sea surface
temperatures would lead to an increase of IS to
20 percent in peak winds in sbOng hurricanes.
The resull would be increased damage from
hurricanes in the South Atlantic states and the
Gulf Coast states. The summer monsoon rains
in the Southwest would be heavier and more
widespread than at present, and would extend
regularly as far north as Colorado and Utah.
The Southwest would receive perhaps 20 percent
more summer rain than at present, while
the change in nonhern Rockies would he
insignificant.

Overlaid on the changes outlined above would
be a suppression of diurnal temperarure
variations during fine weather.
Although
interior basins can generate very cold airmasses
localJy through radiation, the expected
moderation of cold Arctic airmasses should
suppress interday temperature flucruations as
well. Neither past experience (van Loon and
Williams 1978) nor GCM products (Mearns el
aI. 1990) provide any basis yet for predictions of
changes in the interyear variability of
temperature.

S.3 Implica.'ions for Gunnison Basin

Reclamation is engaged in a joint srudy with :he
Geological Survey of the impacts of global
climate change on selected western river basins.
The IWO study areas sclecled for the initial
efforts are the Gunnison Basin of southwestern
Colorado and the American, Carson, and
Truckee basins of California and Nevada.

• On the surface maps, the high pressure belt is interrupled by the thermal low in the southwestern United
States.
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Table 1 summarizes the Impllcalions of the
initial scenario outlined above for the two srudy

Red Mountain Pass, which is a high-elevation
SNOTEL staliOIL Most stalions In the higher
parts of the Gunnison Basin show precipitation
maxima in the spring or late fall. The daily
precipitation for all molllhs from October 1981
to September 1989 Inclusive at the previously
mentioned network of 31 stalions in the basin
averaged I.S8 mm (0.062 In). Tbe average
value of CV for day-lIHIay varialions was 2.S6,
which was in almost exact agreement with
Equation 2.

aJeaS.

For the Gunnison Basin during wiIlIer, the initial
scenario implies a reduction In the mquency of
Invasions by very cold Arctic airmasse5, but also
a reduction In the Inflow of mild air from the
Pacific 0ce1llL On balance, It appears that there
should be a net warming. Diurnal temperature
varialions during fine weather would be smaller
than at present. wblle changes In diurnal
temperature variations during cloudy weather
would be Insignificaru. Temperature variability
from day to day during the winter would be
smaller than at present because of the
moderation of the Arctic airmaBSes. For the
same reason, varialions from one year to the
next might decrease slIgh1ly, but it is impossible
to predict.

It Is possible that global climate change will
impact the low- and high~levalion stalions
differently, but any attempt to predict such
varialions at this time would be futile. Only
general statements can be made. Because of the
northward shift of the prevalllng storm track into
southern Canada, the mquency of wiIlIer storms
in the Gunnison Basin Is lIIr.ely to decrease.
However, because of the weakening of the
westerlies and a greater tendency for slOrms to
take the form of cut-off lows, individual storms
would affect the Gunnison Basin for longer

Tbe mean annual preclpltalion varies across the
Gunnison Basin from around 200 mm at the
lower end of the valley to over 1,000 mm at

Table I--S""...... duma.. in clinwe •..a.ticI
under chqed clim... conditions
in ooIoclOd w....... _

NoCc L denoIes 10C8IiaI of lowest average surface pressure in !he !hermal low over !he SOUIhwestml Unittd
S~. String of H'. shows uis of subCropic:al hish prasure belt, which is i?terTUpIe<i by !he Ihermal low.
Solid lines show mean storm tracks for 19SO-77 as deduced by Zishka and Smith (1980). It appears that under
changed climate conditions most storm. affecting western United StaleS would track eastward 10 the north of ~
SOth poraIlel, while......w: tracks would be liale changed. The Ihermallow would expand no~tw.ard, while
!he uis of !he scbCropicll high pressure beh in the JOU~ misht move northward by I or2 of labtude. The
two last-mentioned trends would favor u.cre-d IDOI1JO()III\ flow inlO !he southwestmt UnIted StateS from !he
Gulf of Mexico and !he PacifIC Ocean.
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periods of time than at present. Because of the
greater water vapor contents of the air masses
involved. individual storms would produce
precipitation at higher rates than those of the
present time. Therefore. the total amount of
winter precipitation would decrease only
slightly. while its CV would be increased
somewhat. perhaps a little more than Equation 2
would indicate.

5.4 Implications for American. Carson. and
Truckee Basins
Winter temperatures would be 2 to 3°C bigher
than at the present time and diurnal temperature
variations would be slightly suppressed. With
the winter storm track shifted northward by
200 or 300 kID. the frequency of winter storms
affecting the named basins would decrease to
values currently observed in the Sierra Nevada
east of Fresno. California. Because of the
weakened westerlies. storms would take longer
to move through the area than at present. As far
as rainfall from individual storms is concerned.
the loss in cyclonlc vigor due to reduced
temperature contrasts would be offset by an
increase in the moisture content of the air
masses involved and a slowing of the storms'
general eastward movement. It is uncertain
which effect would be more important to total
precipitation per storm. The safest course is to
assume that precipitation per storm would be
heavier than at present, with the total winter
precipitation almost the same as it is now. as
indicated in table 1.
The interday and
interannual variability of winter precipitation
would be greater than at present. because the
precipitation would come from fewer storms.

The increase in temperature would cause more
of the winter precipitation to fall as rain. and
would also advance the spring melting of the
snowpack by close to a month. The two factors
combined would produce a radical change in the
annual streamflow pattern.
The more persistent cloudiness associated with
a strengthened summer monsoon would suppress
daily maximum temperatures enough to have a
significant impact on the mean daily
temperatures.
Therefore. the temperature
increase suggested in table 1 is limited to only
1°C for the summer months. Summer rainfall is
significant throughout the Gunnison Basin. For
many of the stations below 2900 m elevation.
August is the wettest month.
The daily
precipitation for August from 1982 to 1989
inclusive at the network of 31 stations
mentioned previously averaged 1.85 mm
(0.073 in). The average value of CV for day-today variations was 2.30. again in very close
agreement with Equation 2. Because of the
strengthened monsoonal flow. summer rainfall
under the initial scenario would be heavier than
at present, with perhaps a 10 percent increase in
the number of rain events and a 15 percent
increase in the average rainfall per rainy day.
giving an increase in total rainfall of roughly
25 percent (table 1). According to Equation 2.
a 25 percent increase of summer rainfall would
lead to a decrease of about 8 percent in CV.
However. because of the possibility of
occasional heavy downpours. the entry in table
1 shows only a 5 percent decrease in CV for the
summer.

An increase in temperature of about 3°C would
cause much more of the winter precipitation to
fall as rain and run off immediately. rather than
be stored as snowpack. At the present time. the
area expected to be snow-covered on April 1
each year includes all land above 1.700 m;
global warming would raise the lower limit of
April 1 snowcover to about 2.200 m. resulting
in the loss of about two thirds of the
snowcovered terrain in the basins (figure 8).
Combining all factors. it appears that the
principal impact of global climate change, if it
comes. would be much reduced snowpacks in
the American, Carson, and Truckee basins. The
California Energy Commission (1989) has
reached the same conclusion.
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real, will last through many generations of
humans, because the oceans will take several
centuries to draw down lIle excess buildup of
Co, in the atmosphere (Brewer 1983).

Summer temperatures would be a little higher
than at present but, as In the case of the

Gunnison, the temperature rise would be
tempered by the Increased cloudiness associated
with the summer monsoon. Showers and
thundcrstonns associated with the monsoon
would be more numerous and intense than at
prescol, increasing the frequency of flash 1100d
events on the small streams in the watershed.
1bc number of summer precipitation events
(rainy days) would Increase by perflaps
10 perce.. and the mean amount of rain per
event by 10 percent, for an increase of roughly
20 percem in total summer rainfall (table I).
According to Equation 2, a 20 percent increase
in summer rainfall would lead to a decrease of
about 6 percent in CV. However, because of
the Increascd pl'jbabllity of heavy, semitropical
downpours, it docs not appear prudent to count
on any reductioo in CV for summer rainfall.

GCMs available today lack the spatial resolution
and detailed specifications of physical proceascs
required to predict the Impacta of global
warming on a regional or local scale. WAO has
adapted a local-scale precipitation model and
operated it with boundary conditions set with
output from a regional model which, in tum,
used boundary conditions set by GCM runs for
a historical period.
Once products from
doubled-CO, runs of GCM or regional models
are available to set the boundary conditions, the
local-scale precipitation model will be run to
predict the Impacts of global climate change on
western water resources.
To ftII the gap until output is available from
doubled-CO, simulations on regional and localscale models, an initial "first-guess" scenario for
weather over western North America under
changed climate conditions has been presented.
1bc scenario includes a northward shift in stonn
tracks and shortened wimers in addition to a
general wanning. Its principal Implications for
two sets of western river basins, the GwmIson
and the American, Carson, and Truckee, are
an Increase in winter runoff, drastically reduced
snowpack, and an increase in the frequency and
intensity of showers and lIlunderstonns during
the summer.

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

It docs appear that there will be a global
warming of between 2 and 4°C during the next
century as a result of increased concentrations of
greenhouse gases. Indeed, some scientists
believe that global warming has already begun.
Cited as evidence, among other things, are the
hot NH summers of the 1980s and the continued
retreat of Alpine glaciers (Houghton and
Woodwell 1989). Global warming, if proves
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SUMMARY OF SELECTED PUBLICATIONS

Manan and Wetherald (1980) - This was one of the first papers that predicted that global wanning
due to increased CO, would be more pronounced near the poles than near the equator. A decrease
in temperature contrast between polar and tropical regions would result in weaker frontal cyclones.
but should produce lots of rain due to the enhanced vapor content of the atmosphere ...... one can
identify the high-latitude region of the continent where the runoff rate increases mar1<edly. a zonal
belt of decreasing soil moisture around 42° latitude. and a zone of enhanced wetness along the east
coast of the subtropical portion of the model continent."
RlllfUlnalhan (1981) - "The climate sensitivity question is examined from the viewpoint of surface
energy balance considerations." Direct surface heating. 1.2 W m·l ; direct tropospheric radiative
heating. 2.3 W m" ; interactions at ocean surface and their impacts on troposphere. 12.0 W m·' .
PIttocl and Salinger (1982) - Regional climate scenarios for Australia and New Zealand in a
doubled-CO, world are explored using GCM output. analog studies based on Holocene and historical
climate data. and arguments concerning climate dynamics and a knowledge of empirical climate
relationships to come up with an educated guess.
Washington and Meehl (1983) - Report on GCM experiments using annually averaged solar forcing
and a swamp ocean. Globally averaged surface airtemperature increased 1.3°C for both a fIXed-cloud
and a computed-cloud formulation.
LDugh et aL (1983) - Scenarios were developed for Europe using the warming of early 20th century
as an analog. Statistics for 1934-S3 (wann) were compared with those of 1901-20 (cold). Warming
in the Arctic at 1.3°C exceeded that for the Northern Hemisphere (0.4°C). Seasonal and regional
differences were pronounced. Changes in the lengths of seasons were also noted.

G/eld (1987) - The effects of global climate change upon water supplies in the Sacramento Basin
are explored for 10 hypothetical scenarios and 8 scenarios from GCMs using a water balance model.
Major projected changes include increases in winter runoff and decreases in soil moisture and runoff
during the summer.
Meehl and Washington (1988) - The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) model
shows for doubled Co, an increase in mean precipitation in central North America for every month
of the year except July and December. December shows no change; July shows a decrease of 0.2
mm per day. The increases are greatest in March and April. when they are near 1.4 mm per day.
Summed over a year. they amount to about 210 mm. Meehl and WashingtoO (1988) also quote some
results from the GFDL model. which agree In general with the NCAR results but differ in the details.
The GFDL results show a more severe drying out in midsummer than do the NCAR results.

GrolCh (1988) - This report covers a mass of material. .. ... the poor agreement between model
simulations of the current climate on the regional scale calls into question the ability of these models
to project the amplitude of future climatic change on anything approaching the scale of only a few
gridpoints. which is essential if useful resource assessment studies are to be conducted ...
Kellogg alld Zhao (1988) - compared soil moisture predictions for North America obtained from five
models. namely. NCAR. GFDL. GISS. United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO). and OSU.
Results found from the different models did not agree at all as far as regional effects were concerned.
especially in predicting summer conditions. .. ... in spite of the disappointing lack of regional
agreement between the various climate model calculations of changes in soil moisture on a warmer
earth. there is some useful information in these results. One can conclude. for example. in at least
a preliminary way that the evidence points to some increase in soil moisture in winter at the middle
and high latitudes of North America. and some drier conditions in the southern states and Mexico.
In the summertime we can say. but with somewhat less confidence. that there may be a tendency for
dryness in the middle of the continent (in agreement with Manabe and Wetherald 1986). and the
opposite may be true along the Gulf Coast and the West Coast of the United States."

Washington and Meehl (1984) - Report on GCM experiments using a GCM coupled with a slab

ocean model. Model gives globally averaged surface air temperature increase as 3.SoC. Results very
sensitive to sea ice. which is toO extensive in output from control case using this model. perhaps in
part because of no meridional heat transport in the oceans. Positive feedbacks associated with sea
ice may be exaggerating global wanning in this case.
Melo and Stockton (1984) - Streamflow in Upper Colorado is positively correlated with flows in
northern Plains. Texas. and Arizona. but is independent of flows in Pacilic Northwest. Streamflow
in Pacilic Northwest is positively correlated with flows in Montana. is independent of Upper
Colorado. and is negatively correlated with flows in Texas and Arizona.
Manabe and Wetherald (1987) - This paper is based on runs with several versions of the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) GCM. The results show. for the Great Plains overall. rainfall
increases every month except for June and July. but a severe drying out during the summer months.
accompanied by less cloudiness and much higher temperatures. The area of increased temperatures
for June-July-August shows its maximum value of 9°C near Minneapolis. The results are consistent
with a general warming and a poleward shift of the climate zones and storm tracks.
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Schlesillger and Zhao (1989) - This paper reports on doubled· CO, experiments with the OSU GCM.
which incorporates an ocean with a mixed layer 60 m deep. Doubled Co, leads to a 7.8 percent
increase in global precipitation.
LD Brecque (1989a) - From this review article we leam that, "These numerical simulations predict
an average global temperarure increase of three to five degrees Celsius. depending on the model used.
In the Simulations. in general. the central parts of the continents get halter and drier in summer, the
oceans lag well behind the continents in warming. and the polar regions wann up more than those
at the equator. The safest prediction. based on simple physics. is a dramatic cooling of the
stratosphere at heights above the earth greater than 20 1ri1ometers."
LD Brecque (1989b) - "The precipitation predictions of the general circulation models for an
increasing greenhouse effect call for more rain overall. simply because when the atmosphere gets
warmer it can hold more water and the hydrological cycle speeds up. But some models also show
aridity in the interiors of continents. away from the oceans. As for other regional details. the tropics
are expected to get more showers. while the subtropics. the regions between the tropics and the
temperate zones. dry up. Increased precipitation in high·latitude regions, poleward of SS degrees. is
an added feature of certain models."
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Wa.rltbJgton and Meelll (1989) - Repon on results from coupled GCMs for oceans and atmosphere.
'Three simulations are reponed, one a control case, one a doubled-CO, case, and one a transient case.
For the second and third cases, increases in globally averaged surface temperature after 30 years are
1.6°C and 0.7°C, respectively. Extensive discussion of regional differences and ocean-atmosphere
interactions.

GUkl (1989) - This review paper summarizes much previous work: on the development of climate
change scenarios and the several implications of changed climate for water resources. He notes the
limitations of GCMs and states that "By linking GCMs and regional hydrologic models, we can
develop methods that enhance the abilities of both."

Dkllnwn (1989) - The greateSt uncenainties about climate change predictions from GCMs are
related to oceanic heat storage, snow and ice cover at high latitudes, cloud cover and cloud radiative
properties, and the moisture balance of the soil.
CfI]IIn and Petenon (1989) - The authors show that streamflow in western Nonh America is

correlated with pressure patterns over the Nonh Pacific, with some panerns favoring nonhem streams
from Alaska to the Pacific Nonhwest and others favoring California and Arizona. In particular, a
simple Central Nonh Pacific (CNP) index works about as well as some previously published indices.
However, it has no sldll in predicting precipitation in the southwestern United States; for that, the
Southern Oscillation Index (SOl) shows some sldll.
Rind et aL (1989) - The changes in variability of temperarure and precipitation are studied using the
G1SS model in a transient climate simulation and in a doubled-CO, simulation. Temperature
variability and the diurnal temperarure cycle are found to decrease, while precipitatioll variability
generally changes with the same sign as the precipitation itself. Little change is SCIon in daily
persistence.

CarklDn et aL (1990) - Arizona tends to receive heavy summer rainfall when there is a 5OD-mb high
centered in the 4-comers area, and less rainfall when highest SOD-mb heights are south of the stale.
The patterns alternate both interseasonnally and intraseasonally. Wet summers tend to follow winters

characterized by positive phases of the PacificlNonh America (PNA) teleconnection pattern.
G/orrt (1990) - Output from the RIS and T42 versIons of the NCAR CCMI were used 10 drive the
MM4 model to simulate January climate over the western United States. In both eases, large-scale
average circulations as given by the MM4 were not much different from those of the driving CCMI.
However, the MM4 provides bener detail of precipitation and temperarure, and the output fields of
these variables compare well with climatological data.
Karl et aL (1990) - The authors present a method, ealled climatological projection by model statistics
(CPMS) 10 relate GCM output to local surface observations. The method involves application of

principal component analysis, canonical correlation, and inflated regression analysis. Even an early
version of the Oregon State
University GCM produces statistics which can drive the CPMS to produce output that approximates
local climate.
Kallateln et al. (1990) - An automated synoptic index based on principal components was constructed

for the winter months in four western Nonh American Arctic locations. Over the past 40 years, the
frequencies of the majority of the coldest air masses have tended to decrease, while those of the
warmest air masses have increased. In addition, the very coldest air masses at each site have warmed
by from I to almost 4°C. Some of the changes are statistically significant.
MlleIIeU (1990) - On the basis of a comparison of GCM experiments with doubled Co, and altered

orbital parameters, it is concluded that the mid-Holocene period is not a good analog for the earth's
climate under global warming due to enhanced concentrations of greenhouse gases.

Coun (1990) - The author of this review paper is using local-scale models embedded in GCMs in
much the same manner as the WAG is doing. Two statements of special interest to GCCRP are: 1)
"'Ibe conventional application of GCM-based scenarios to baseline temperature has br.en 10 detennine
the difference between the (2 X CO,) and the (1 X CO,) simulations and add 10 me nonnal. For
precipitation, wind speed, and other elements that cannot be negative, the (2 X CO,) simulation has
been divided by the (1 X CO,) simulation, with the resulting ratio multiplied by the nonnal." The
nonnals in this case are observed nonnals, not ones derived from the (1 X CO,) sim"lations. 2) "...
a question arises regarding the use of GCM runoff output, as opposed to using precipitabUI1 ;:nil other
output separately. At the present time, there appears to be a preference for the latter approach, due
to limitations in GCMs' representation of basin hydrology."

Crowky (1990) - Although paleoclimate studies may provide imponant insights into processes in the

Karl and Rldlame (1990) - The impacts of precipitation and temperature upon runoff are

Boer et aL (1991J - This is an excellent paper which presents results from doubled-CO, simulations
with the second-generation Canadian Climate Centre GCM and tries to explain their physical

investigated by comparing different epochs on 82 river basins. The results indicate that precipitation
is the main controlling factor on runoff. Previous results emphasizing the influence of temperarure
may have resulted from the fact that they were derived from interbasin comparisons.

climate system, there may well be no past climate that is a satisfactory analog for future climate under
enhanced greenhouse gas conditions.
Mearns et al. (1990) - "Two versions of the CCM (community climate model) tend to overestimate

daily temperature variability while the third (Dickinson version) accurately reproduces or
underestimates it. .... Daily precipitation variability is overestimated by two model versions but fairly
well reproduced by the Washington version. The penurbed run of one version (Washington) produces
mixed results for changes in daily temperature variability and tends 10 produce increased daily
variability for precipitation."

Significance. In addition to temperature and precipitation, such variables as snow depth, extent of sea
ice, and outgoing infrared radiation are discussed. The results indicate mean global warming of
3.5°C, a 4 percent increase in global annual precipitation, and a decrease in cloud cover of 2 percent

M"III and Wa.rllington (1990) - The model described by Washington and Meehl (1984) is run again
for (1 X CO,) and (2 X CO,) eases with altered parameterizations of sea-ice-snow albedos. The main
impact of the changes occun in the polar regions, but the magnitude of the global climate change all
over the world is affected. The revised fonnulation produces a globally averaged surface air
temperature increase of 4.04°C and a precipitation increase of 7.25 percent.
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Church tt a~ (1991) - A new model of ocean warming is presented in which heat is carried into the
intermediate waters. which extend downward several hundred meters. and the deep waters by
advection (subduction) rather than by vertical diffusion. "Estimates of the rate of subduction indicate
renewal time scales of the order of 20 years for the upper layers of the ocean and of the order of 100
yem for the intermediate waters." "For a global mean 3.00C temperature rise by 2050. ... we
estimate the component of sea level rise that is caused by thermal expansion to be about 0.2 to 0.3
m by 2050."

Bo,,"" (1991) - A version of the CCM was run with four levels of horizontal resolution ranging from
grid spacings of 5.6· to 1.9· of latitude and longitude. Representation of surface pressure and
tropospberic wind fields showed continual improvemeru as resolution was improved. Changing
vertical resolution from 2.8 kID to 0.7 kID produced no significant improvement. The paper also deals
with stratospheric and mesospheric effectS. eddy properties. and schemes for simulating the effects
of gravity waves.
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